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Anning Farmhouse Apron
Crafted Stainless Steel Sink

+ The Anning is part of Sinkology’s
    FORTIFY Collection and offers the  
    traditional elements of graceful curves  
    and an exposed front in a beautiful  
    farmhouse design.

+ Crafted from 18-gauge Crafted
    Stainless Steel, the Anning’s solid
    construction relies on the time-tested  
    durability of stainless steel. 

+ The Anning is made with Sinkology’s  
    Crafted Stainless Steel, a modern take  
    on time-tested stainless steel.

+ Each Anning double-bowl farmhouse  
    style sink is as unique as your home’s  
    kitchen. The light-reflecting surface  
    features small, shallow indentations  
    forged during Sinkology’s
    hand-hammering process.

+ The Anning is protected by our
    Everyday Promise, a lifetime guarantee  
    that the sink will perform as expected   
    under normal daily use.

+ Designed for modern, busy kitchens,  
    the Anning comes with
    sound-dampening technology. 

32” x 21.5” x 8”

Brushed Model #SK702-33HSB 
Polished Model #SK702-33HSP

Kitchen Sink Basket Strainer Drain
Stainless #TB35-03

Kitchen Sink ISE Disposal Flange
Stainless #TD35-03

Brushed #SK702-33HSB

Polished #SK702-33HSP

Features

About Sinkology
At Sinkology, we are on a mission to make unique, high-quality kitchen, bath and home décor 

products that inspire real people to find beauty in their homes and lives. 

We believe that every project and every budget is worthy of beautiful products designed to last a 

lifetime—and that with the right information, every house can become the home of your dreams.

Product Pairing Suggestions

https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-sink/anning-farmhouse-apron-crafted-stainless-steel-sink-brushed/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-sink/anning-farmhouse-apron-crafted-stainless-steel-sink-brushed/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-sink/anning-farmhouse-apron-crafted-stainless-steel-sink-polished/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-sink/anning-farmhouse-apron-crafted-stainless-steel-sink-polished/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-accessory/kitchen-sink-basket-strainer-drain-nickel/
https://www.sinkology.com/kitchen-accessory/kitchen-sink-ise-disposal-flange-nickel/
https://www.sinkology.com/about-sinkology/
www.sinkology.com
www.sinkology.com
https://www.sinkology.com/?s=anning+crafted+stainless+steel&x=0&y=0


Lifetime Warranty

Anning Farmhouse Apron 
Crafted Stainless Steel Sink

+ Outer - 32” x 21.5” x 8”

+ Inner - 16” x 19” x 8”

+ Weight - 40 lbs

+ Drain - 3.5” diameter

+ Cabinet Size - 36” minimum
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Technical Specifications

All Sinkology products come with our Everyday Promise 
Lifetime Warranty. You won’t need it, but it’s there.

CustomerService@Sinkology.com | 866.915.3003
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